
a brand new concept

499gt ketch sailing yacht



KAZE
japanese for wind

the wind has been powering human 
dreams since ancient times – now it’s 
time to harness windpower with the  
kaze hybrid sailing yacht.

let kaze take you away in silent  
comfort, powered entirely by nature! 



a brand new concept

499gt ketch sailing yacht

be part of a new era in sailing



zero emmisions

Kaze is completely powered by wind,  
even the batteries.

This allows you to  sail in silent comfort, powered 
entirely by nature.

Enjoy the journey, safe in the knowledge that your 
travels are helping to build a greener future.

we hope the  design of kaze will 
capture the interest of a new  
generation of lovers of the sea 
who care to protect the ocean 
by sailing on a next to zero  
emission superyacht .



cruise in comfort

This project at 499 GT is a benchmark in  the 
sailing industry.

The ratio of length to gt is high, at 60 m (58 m 
at the waterline). 

The rig chosen for this vessel is a panamax 
ketch.

To accommodate different sailing programs , 
there are three different versions of rigs  
available, ranging from classic to the  
highest tech. 

By combining modern tech with timeless  
principles, Briand creates sailing yachts that 
are both beautiful and practical and easy to 
handle.

a yacht for cruising in  
comfort, without complication. 
the ability to use the wind as  sole  
propulsion, allows you to  
experience the tranquillity of the 
oceans with only the sound of  
waves lapping against your yacht. 



uncompromised  
luxury on board

Kaze has the luxurious living quarters of a  
motoryacht, but with the additional feature of  
being closer to the water.

The wider aft beam of the hull provides  
stability and also allows for an exceptional size 
beach club,  comparable to many motor yachts, 
providing a truly luxurious experience  
on board.  

Life on board provides a good balance between  
shaded areas, and places to be in the sun or under  
the stars.

Kaze has amazing spans of windows for the view 
which also can be lowered to enjoy a natural 
breeze.

kaze is a sailing yachts with a focus 
on the lifestyle component. 



philippe briand is an architect
who has designed numerous  
luxurioussailing yachts since 
2000 - all of which embody  
his passion for this special  
lifestyle.

He designs  unique vessels that enable his clients  to 
sail in style and comfort.

Briand recognised a lack of focus on creating sailing
yachts with a lifestyle component. he believes that
architecture should focus on providing efficiency
but also and mostly on the quality of life on board.

A lifestyle sailing yacht must be a pleasure to sail.
be it with the owner at the helm, one of the
guests or the captain, it should be one of the great
moments in a holiday.

This conviction has led to the design of Kaze. a
yacht for cruising in comfort, without complication.



several professionals among the 
best are backing the project.

renowned shipyards, vitters,  
perini navi and royal huisman are 
being consulted .

mast maker, southern spars 
contributes to the initial specs 
of 3  rig options.

in this project and fm architettura 
by  francesca muzio has  
graciously proposed the interiors 
to be shown.   
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interiors by  
fm architettura

info@fm-arch.it

Tel +39 (0)71 73 04 061
Fax +39 (0)71 21 13 946

FM MILANO HOME
Via Brera, 20 | 20123 Milan, Italy

HEADQUARTERS
Via della Sbrozzola, 16 | 60021 Camerano (AN), 
Italy

Su misura, the art of tailoring

every single project that we 
work on is completely bespoke,  
because it embodies the needs 
and desires of each client. we 
draw inspiration from their  
stories, memories and dreams  
to build the most authentic  
experience, uniquely tailoring 
the design around their  
personal requirements.



when i imagined and designed the 
interiors of kaze, i wanted to 
achieve an ideal purity and a  
connection to nature, without  
taking away the feeling of being on 
a sailing boat and nowhere else. 

i wanted the aura of sportiness 
whilst also creating a  
comfortable and snug environment. 
a space where owner and guests 
can feel at home and not be afraid 
to use it. its a space for relaxing 
and admiring the beautiful views. 

after all comfort is one of fm’s 
trade-marks in which we never make 
exceptions. i create yacht interiors 
as a frame for the beauty of  
nature, because, as a designer,  
i  profoundly respect it. 











details from the shrouds have become 
the theme surrounding the large interior  
windows; the carbon fiber used to build 
the masts has been inserted in the totally  
bespoke furniture, indoor and outdoor. 



we wanted to create a fluid connection  
between areas, for example, the main  
salon, the veranda and the aft open area  
become one  beautiful living space that gives 
fluidity that represents the heart of fm’s 
design, a seamless succession of indoor 
and outdoor spaces giving an airy and light 
feeling to the whole vessel. the mast is  
surrounded by glass creates a magical  
view on the sails.









terrace on the sea

swimming pool
wing station and bridge

68m2 sundeck

foldable wings

transformer

58m usable desk space

easy access tender garage
2 x 6m tender



easy access tender garage
2 x 6m tenderhybrid system possibility
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rig options

to be built by the world’s experts

classic rig

performance rig

performance wing mast rig



Loa

Hull Length

Waterline length

Hull beam

Draft

Air draft

Displacement

60m

58m

56.3m

10.6m

4.5-9m

Panamax

520 t

Owner

Guest

exterior main deck

sundeck

main salon

crew

tender

60m

58m

56.3m

10.6m

4.5-9m

Panamax

520 t

hull specs accommodation



kaze - the film

play

https://youtu.be/KBQDcx0fPzg
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